Weather Means Business™

Mapping The Atmosphere:
A Big Data And IoT Approach To Precise Weather
• The Weather Company delivers 15 billion forecasts per day

Up to
2.2 Billion
weather forecast
locations

#WeatherMeansBiz
#WeatherMeansBiz

15 Million
pressure
readings from
mobile devices

Atmospheric
data from
50,000 flights
per day

> 200,000
worldwide
weather stations

> 160
forecast
models serve
as inputs to
forecast
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In The Past, Relatively Few Observation Locations

Forecasts: On Demand, Up To 2.2 Billion Precise Locations,
Updated Every 15 Minutes

Current Conditions Package – 200,000 sensors in network
100X More Sensors than Public Sources

Current Conditions “On Demand” (CoD)

Satellite Data

Sensor Data

Estimated Current Conditions
Anywhere on earth.

Real Time Radar

Model Data

Forecast & Enhanced Forecast Data Packages Examples
•

Additional accuracy are incorporated in the 0-6 hour FoD
–
–

•

Forecast on Demand – the first 6-hours based on observations and most recent model runs
Ability to provide near term forecasts update every 15 minutes for critical, short-term decisions

Hour by Hour forecasts out 15 days
–

Statistical Modeling properly weights best performing global models on 2-week verification

5 minute updating Personal Weather Station sensor near
Austin, TX, on October 24, 2015, during heavy rainfall

Platform Scale
• Forecast for up to 2.2 billion locations every 15 minutes (4GB of
data/second).
• Handle 15-26 Billion API requests each day. At peak - 340,000
requests/second
• Ingest over 100TB of 3rd party data, and 300TB of TWC Proprietary
Data
• Handle over 60 different types of data (streaming data, gridded data, grib
II data)
• 150 different sources of data. Pollen, lightning, turbulence, radar,
satellite imagery, traffic, cell phone pressure sensors, etc…
• This architecture supports non-weather data (IoT data)

The Weather Company’s Longer Range
Forecast

TWC & IBM Capabilities

Platform Capabilities
• Leverage our APIs to serve our content to your clients
• Leverage our Platform to serve Client proprietary content to your
clients
• Our Platform could be a vehicle to collect, store, analyze and publish
content from and to your clients

• IBM Analytics can be run against our data & your data

5 Ideas To Consider
Push Alerts to Farmers

TWC Global Weather Content

ALERTS TO MOBILE DEVICES

MOST COMPREHENSIVE WEATHER NOW

Customer interactions for real-time high
frequency localized weather information on
their Mobile Device. Alert Customers when
Severe or Farm level changing weather
warrants a change to the plan.

Global Coverage of high-resolution Forecast
and Currents information on Demand

Hybrid Weather Network

TWC’s PLATFORM FOR LEVERAGED RESULTS
Leverage Our SUN API Cloud based platform for
Farmer Data Aggregation and Content Delivery

ROBUST FIELD LEVEL INFORMATION

Insights and Analytics
IBM Data Resources and Analytics Expertise
Leverage the IBM Analytical and Modeling
Capabilities to Drive improved business results
through Commercial Insights

Expand the size and breadth of your sensor
network with privatized uploading of data to
our network of 200,000 weather stations

Possible Ways to Use Weather
• Agriculture – improved analytics for reports, products, etc. Understand
financially the supply & demand of global crops and crop prices
Leading Ag Analytics Firm:
The new partnership will allow Farmers Edge to apply The Weather Company’s forecasting to data collected from weather stations on customers’ farms, so that farmers will have site-specific weather
modelling, Farmers Edge chief executive Wade Barnes told Agri Investor. He said that the terms of the agreement were “purely commercial” with no equity exchanged between the two companies, and
declined to share further financial details.
“Our view is that whether you’re a farmer in Saskatchewan, Iowa, Mato Grasso or New South Wales, you should get exactly the same weather experience,” he said. “The whole industry is focused on what
the weather does.” The company says the regions into which it is expanding are challenged by poor weather reporting, which is valuable in helping farmers plan for weather events as well as being a
useful tool for insurance companies to validate weather damage claims.

Lead Seed Manufacturer:
During early civilization, farmers looked to the clouds to determine what weather may come. They relied on their past experiences and created lore and proverbs for weather prediction. Today, we have weather
data at the click of a button or a touch of a screen, wherever we are and whenever we want. Now, there are which are pinpointing weather conditions on a field-level basis, helping farmers anticipate
problems and optimize decision-making.
Farmers can compare two different years’ GDD (as far back as 2003) for the same date range and location. Additionally, each calculation – one of the most complex on weather.com – includes the 30-yearaverage GDD for the selected dates and location—providing farmers the typical GDD for the selected time frame and location.
“This practical tool for the agricultural community is the result of true collaboration between weather.com and customer,” Sheila Buckley, vice president of national sales for TWCi, said. “Feedback from our
partnership has enabled us to create the most comprehensive weather resource for farmers available anywhere online.”
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